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BTEC LEVEL 2 TECHNICALS:

Prepare learners for work, an 
apprenticeship or progression to 
Level 3 qualifications

Develop transferable workplace 
skills, such as good communication 
and the ability to work as part of a 
team

Prepare young people for the 
working world through practical 
activities, fit for purpose 
assessments and development of 
the skills and behaviours needed 
for sustainable employment 
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Astrea Academy Woodfields Sixth 
Form BTEC L2 Sport and Activity 
Leaders is designed to offer:

Personalised and specialised 
vocational teaching 

Develop knowledge and 
understanding across all aspects of 
Sport including performance, 
training and developing provisions.

An opportunity to gain invaluable 
experience for pathways beyond 
AAW including work experience.

The course will directly be linked to 
the high quality enrichment 
programme you will also be 
undertaking, uniting practical and 
theoretical experiences.



 To ensure Level 2 Sport and Activity Leaders is the right course for you

 To develop knowledge and understanding of the requirements of the 
Sport and Activity Leaders course at Astrea Academy Woodfields Sixth 
Form.

 To introduce all students to the high expectations of study at AAW 
Sixth Form.

 Provide an opportunity for Sport and Activity Leaders students to 
experience a realistic assessment activity

Objectives of the Sport and Activity Leaders 
induction programme:



The majority of assessments within your BTEC qualification are coursework based 
and completed internally, however, each course does include some external 
examinations. The Sport and Activity Leaders qualification provides directed study 
in the following areas:

Course Content

UNIT 1: Leading Sport Safely and Effectively: EXAM March 2021
UNIT 2: Working in Sport and Activity Leadership: EXAM June 2021 
UNIT 3: Leading Sport and Physical Activity
UNIT 4: Coaching Sport
UNIT 5: Developing Skills for Sport and Activity Leadership
UNIT 6: Getting Others Active Outdoors
UNIT 7: Leading Different Groups
UNIT 8: Delivering a Sports Activity Event 



In pairs, look at the list of units on the previous slide 

Put them in to a list, with the most important/interested unit at the top of 
your list, the least important/interested unit at the bottom.

why you have chosen this order?

Do these subjects link to your possible future pathways?

This qualification and your future pathways

This qualification is for learners who  want to start a career in sport and 
physical activity; 

Through successful study of the units identified on Slide 5, the specification 
prepares students for work, an apprenticeship or progression to Level 3 study. 



1. Do you know what you want to do when you complete this course? 

2. What are your career aspirations?

3. What steps do you need to take in order to achieve your career aspirations? 
Spend some time researching the steps you need to take to achieve your 
career aspirations, for example:

- Do you need a degree in a specific subject area?

- Do you need to have a certain number of hours in work       
experience within a specific health sector? 

- Do you need to have specific GCSE grades and a minimum 
grade from this course?

4. What steps will you take during this course to ensure you are on the correct 
pathway to your career aspirations

Why have you chosen to study Sport and        
Activity Leaders?
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Sixth Form Study Expectations

• This is OUR Sixth Form Centre.
• WE treat it, everything in it and everyone in it with RESPECT.
• Be COMMITTED to all aspects of your Sixth Form life, the qualification, 

enrichment activities and careers and personal development sessions.
• Be a positive ROLE MODEL. Younger students will be looking up to 

you
• Meet ALL deadlines.
• Communicate EFFECTIVELY with all staff.
• SUPPORT everyone.
• Demonstrate a positive attitude to Sixth Form study, this is a crucial 

stepping stone for your future.
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Sport and Activity Leaders                                             
Student Expectations

This course requires learners to complete various practical tasks as sport 
and activity leaders. Therefore it is essential that learners understand the 
following:

 the focus is on developing leadership and coaching skills, not the 
improvement of your own practical performance

 the best coaches and leaders in the world continue to evaluate their 
practice and improve; you too must accept and respond positively to 
feedback on your leadership and coaching and not see it as criticism

 opportunities to lead and coach here at Astrea Academy Woodfields, 
at local primary schools and within the community will disappear if 
you prove to be unreliable; committing your time to volunteering, 
good timekeeping, planning thoroughly and demonstrating a 
professional approach to leadership and coaching are essential
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Internal assessment Expectations

• Submit coursework tasks on the AGREED date and time.
• Include your name in the header of your documents and page 

numbers in the footer.
• INCLUDE a declaration sheet, this must be signed and dated
• PRESENT work in a plastic wallet.
• ORDER your work correctly.
• Take pride in the presentation of your assessment tasks.
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Typical Task Delivery

 Issue specification.

 First assignment brief issued.

 Content delivered (tasks included within).

 Allocated time to complete work in class and during study periods and gain 
verbal feedback.

 Submission deadline.

 Written feedback provided.

 Re-submission of task with improvements made

 Final grade allocated



Due to the wide variety of units, the course is delivered in numerous 
ways to best suit the needs of the students and to get the best results 
from the qualification, for example:

» Teacher led theory lessons. (Reports)

» Independent research tasks. (PowerPoint delivery)

» Debates/focus group discussions. (Witness Statements)

» Practical tasks, such as work experience. (Observation Records)

The style of delivery will depend on the nature of the unit.

BTEC Level 2 Sport and Activity Leaders



Assignment Brief

Unit title and specific 
learning aim title

Submission and deadline 
date

Specific task scenarios

Learning aim criteria that 
students need to achieve



WIN Feedback

Every assignment you complete 
will be marked using a WIN 
sheet.

The WIN sheet will identify the 
areas that you have covered 
well in Green.

The areas highlighted in pink 
are the development areas 
within your assignment.

The final box identifies the level 
you have achieved for the 
assignment.



The Sport and Activity Leaders bridging work and activities are designed to 
demonstrate typical assessment activities throughout this course.

These activities will be used to assess your ability to complete work 
independently, read and follow instructions, use of research skills and your 

own initiative in order to complete the tasks in full and in appropriate detail

Read through the Leading Sport and Activity leaders bridging work and 
complete the activities, ensuring they are kept safe as this work will be 

required in your lessons.

All answers and research tasks should be presented on a word document, 
using ARIAL and size 11 font.

Where word is not available, students should produce clear, neat hand 
written responses to the assessments.

Sport and Activity Leaders                                       
Practice Assessment: 

Leading Sport and Physical Activity


